
 

SEIU 1984 Questionnaire  

1. Because it is well known that joining a union is the best way known to raise                
wages to a living wage, improve working conditions, and create family-sustaining           
jobs, every working American must have the right to do so. As President, what              
would you do to address the forces responsible for the Janus decision? 

We need an economy that grows out to working people and the marginalized, not just               
up to the well-connected. Unions have long been a driving force in raising wages and               
securing benefits for working Americans. But over the last several decades, the power             
of unions has been systematically undermined, with the Supreme Court’s Janus v.            
AFSCME decision only the most recent example.  

We can fix that. My administration will empower workers by supporting unions,            
collective bargaining agreements, and workers’ right to organize. We will follow the            
example I set in Massachusetts, where we made big and difficult decisions with labor at               
the table. I will increase penalties on companies that interfere with union elections and              
make a companies’ record on labor violations a key consideration when awarding            
government contracts. I will combat right-to-work laws that undermine employees’ ability           
to unionize, as well as work to give gig and domestic workers the right to unionize.  

2. How will you ensure that every American can access affordable healthcare           
and long-term care as we continue on our path to universal healthcare? 

I believe that every American deserves access to affordable, robust health insurance.            
While I was Governor, because of our successful implementation of healthcare reform,            
Massachusetts led the nation in access to care, with over 98% of residents covered. We               
made significant progress on health care cost containment and set Massachusetts on            
the road to universal coverage well ahead of the rest of the nation. And we did it by                  
working constructively with colleagues in the other party, people in the private sector,             
and stakeholders across the state to achieve positive change that has lasted.  

As President, I will push for and support and a public option modeled on Medicare, and                
take aggressive steps to lower healthcare and drug costs. We will build on the success               
of the Affordable Care Act and take bold new steps to ensure that the public option is                 
available, affordable, and putting pressure on the private market to deliver better results.  

3. Do you support a national single-payer healthcare plan? And if so, when            
did you first make that publicly clear? If not, please tell us what you support and                
why. 

As President, I will work with Congress to create a robust and accessible public option               
modeled on Medicare to compete with private plans. Plans would be portable across             
state lines, affordable to those in the middle class, and subsidized by the government              
for the poor. Over the long term, a public option may pave the way for a transition to a                   
healthcare system that is largely eclipsed by publicly managed or sponsored options            
that look and act like Medicare. This means a health care system that provides access               



 

to high-quality, low-cost health services everywhere and for every single individual, bar            
none.  

4. If you are elected, when will you begin to address the inequities that all              
working people including communities of color, immigrants, women, LGBTQ+,         
and people with disabilities— face in their employment and to address reverse            
multi-generational poverty, exploitation, low wages, and unsafe working        
conditions, which the most vulnerable among us face? 

We’ve tilted our economy toward the well-connected; we’ve come to associate poverty            
with the unrelated concept of fault. We need to expand the economic pie and enable               
more people to earn a greater share of it. Not just in major cities on the coasts, and not                   
just for folks with advanced degrees. Improving economic mobility is the key to             
unlocking economic inequality. In a global economy where knowledge is power, that            
means investing time, ideas and money in education, innovation and infrastructure. 

Additionally, I will be a strong advocate for the most vulnerable, minority communities,             
and working people. Under my leadership, Massachusetts raised the minimum wage by            
over 37 percent to $11 an hour and took new, nation-leading steps to ban discrimination               
against LGBTQ+ individuals. As Governor, I reestablished an Executive Office of Labor            
and Workforce Development and appointed the Commonwealth’s first Secretary of          
Labor in 16 years, elevating the concerns of working people to the highest levels of               
government and providing a voice for organized labor. As President, I will continue that              
record and support new non-discrimination protections for minority communities, ensure          
that men and women are paid equally, and step up enforcement efforts against             
exploitative employers. 

5. Specifically concerning immigrants, what relief can we expect you to          
extend to those who hold temporary protected status, what protection to the            
Dreamers and what clear path forward can we expect from your administration on             
this issue. How would you make the United States a welcoming nation to             
immigrants again?  

Our broken immigration system requires fundamental reform. We need an immigration           
system that provides human dignity, that encourages the determined and creative           
whose values align with ours to make their home here. We get there by providing relief                
for Dreamers, a path to citizenship for those in the country without legal status, and a                
recommitment to our historical openness to refugees and new Americans. On day one             
of my administration, we can take steps to improve and support the asylum process,              
including by setting in motion the hiring of many new immigration judges and ending the               
Trump Administrations’ un-American family separation policies. We will also take          
administrative steps to protect Dreamers and people with Temporary Protected Status           
who have been singled out for mistreatment by the current administration.  



 

6. Do you support $15.00 minimum wage, and an opportunity to join a union?             
If so, when did you first make that clear publicly? And if not, what is your vision                 
of what is a living wage? 

I support raising the minimum wage to $15 an hour and ending the sub-minimum wage               
for tipped workers and those with disabilities. As Governor, I fought for and signed a bill                
that increased the Massachusetts minimum wage by almost 40%. Once the wage is             
raised, the new minimum wage should be indexed to trends in the broader economy like               
median wage growth so that it is not eroded overtime as it has been.  

7. Climate change is a real and present danger to all of us and the powerful               
corporations are not being held responsible for the rampant pollution that           
contributes to it. As President, how would you hold these corporations           
responsible? Would you agree to work with other nations toward this goal?  

We must take immediate action to head off catastrophic man-made damage to our             
planet’s climate. As Governor of Massachusetts, I confronted this challenge head-on.           
We developed a national model for addressing climate change by working with our             
neighboring states on the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, planning for and           
investing in resilience and recovery, closing coal-fired power plants, and building a            
solar, wind and energy efficiency sector that both generated ample alternatives and            
created thousands of jobs. As President, I will prioritize climate change from day one.              
First, we will rejoin the Paris Climate Agreement and begin taking the necessary steps              
to catch up to our obligations under that agreement. I will restore funding and an               
objective respect for science to the Environmental Protection Agency. I will take            
significant steps to cultivate a clean-energy economy, through direct infrastructure          
spending, new research and development initiatives, and I will work with Congress and             
put American ingenuity and resources behind the task of fully shifting our power supply              
to renewable, clean energy sources.  

8. Do you believe the United States can free itself from the horrible Citizens             
United decision, and if so, do you have a plan that would hold corporations at bay                
and elevate the one-person one-vote doctrine for fair elections? 

Citizens United was wrongly decided: corporations do not have the same political rights             
as people. States and the federal government should be able to pass reasonable laws              
to limit the amount of corporate money in our elections. We must take steps to limit the                 
amount of money, especially undisclosed “dark” money, in our elections today. I would             
work with Congress to impose new rules on the disclosure and expenditure of the              
constitution, consistent with Constitutional protections. I favor overturning Citizens         
United, the Supreme Court decision allowing corporations to make political expenditures           
in our elections, with a Constitutional amendment. I would seek to pass and implement              
a national small-dollar donation matching fund to amplify the voices of ordinary            
Americans, and set up a competitive grant system to incentivize states to innovate in              
the field of campaign finance reform. 



 

9. Could you please give us a specific example on your labor-related           
activities, such as previous membership; or, if you have previously a mayor,            
governor, etc. talk about your contract negotiations and support of unions; if you             
have been in Congress or Legislatures, please talk about specific votes and bills             
you sponsored. 

When I assumed entered office in 2006, Massachusetts ranked 47th in the nation in job               
creation. When I left office, employment in Massachusetts was at a 25-high year,             
exceeding the national growth rate and creating over 100,000 new jobs. We did that by,               
in part, making sure that labor was at the table for every significant decision. Under my                
leadership, we raised the minimum wage by over 37 percent to $11 an hour. My               
administration established the Joint Task Force on the Underground Economy and           
Employee Misclassification, a collaborative partnership across agencies, which        
recovered over $55M million in wage restitution, state taxes, unemployment taxes,           
fines, and penalties between 2008 and 2015. We reestablished an Executive Office of             
Labor and Workforce Development and appointed the Commonwealth’s first Secretary          
of Labor in 16 years, elevating the concerns of working people to the highest levels of                
government and providing a voice for organized labor. We worked hand-in-hand with            
organized labor for eight years, and I look forward to continuing that engagement as              
President.  
10. If you are elected President of the United States, what would your policy             
goals be for the first 100 days and what leadership style would you bring to the                
position to accomplish it?  

The moment is precarious – and also full of possibility. The public is asking big               
questions and insisting on big solutions.  

We need leadership that’s about bringing us together, not tearing us apart. We need              
leadership that’s about leaving things better for those who come behind us, not about              
scoring partisan points. We need leadership that understands that unity makes us not             
only stronger but successful. I try to be the kind of man who rejects false choices, not                 
for the sake of tamping down disagreement but because the range of my life experience               
has taught me that so many of the choices we present in politics are false. 

We can’t make meaningful and lasting change to our policies without also changing our              
politics. That means governing not for the next news cycle or election cycle, but for the                
next generation. Not just to beat the incumbent, but to shape a better future for               
everyone, everywhere. 

 

 


